
 
Name _______________________________________________ Per ________ 
 
English Portfolio FINAL -- Due: by 4:00pm Thursday, May 23. 
 

1. Go to your Drive and open your portfolio. Go to your ENGLISH page. 
❏ Each assignment on this page needs a title. Add one for any that are missing. (The text style for 

titles should be Heading.) 
❏ Move images so they are NEXT TO the paragraphs that go with them. Do any of your paragraphs 

need more details? Revise and improve them. 
❏ Adjust image sizes so they match the paragraphs next to them. 
❏ PROOFREAD all paragraphs - do not leave any simple errors. 

 

2. Add the following to your ENGLISH page: 
❏ Your best magazine essay (Insert the doc from Drive) 

❏ Add a TITLE and paragraph NEXT TO your essay - What is the essay about? What makes 
this your best writing? Be specific. 

❏ If you did an online magazine, add a link to your magazine in your paragraph above. 
❏ Your best magazine ad and your cover (if you did an online magazine, upload your TWO best ads 

instead of your cover). Download each as a JPEG first, then upload & put them next to each other.  
❏ Add a TITLE and paragraph ABOVE these two items. How did you make these pieces 

effective? (What have you learned about graphic design?) Think about choice of colors, 
fonts, etc. Be specific about choices you made and how they improved your work. 

❏ Add an image + text box layout. Choose your BEST lit. analysis from The Moves Make the 
Man and copy/paste it into the text box. (Add to your analysis: include the book title, 
author’s name, and anything else that will improve the analysis.) Find a picture that 
represents an idea from your analysis and insert it next to the paragraph. Add an original 
title above the paragraph.  

❏ Add an image + text box layout. Open your Symbolic Character Map (from your Crutcher book). 
Download it as a JPG and insert it on your portfolio. In the text box next to it, write a paragraph that 
explains the symbolism that you added. Add an original title above the paragraph. 

❏ Add an image + text box layout. Write two paragraphs in response to something from the Skype 
session and the book you read. Include reference to the book, plus any responses you have to him, 
his writing, what he shared with us, his work outside writing, etc. Add a picture that represents 
something about him and/or his work. In one of your paragraphs, explain the symbolism of the 
picture that you chose. 

 

3. On your HOME page, add image + text box layout. Write a paragraph to introduce viewers to your site: 
❏ What is your portfolio about? (class? grade level? type of work?) 
❏ What reading / writing skills have you improved on this year? 
❏ What English work are you most proud of? Why? 
❏ What do you want to continue to improve on next year? 
❏ PROOFREAD this paragraph - do not leave any simple errors. 
❏ Add an image NEXT TO this paragraph - it should symbolize something about the work you have 

done in this class. Adjust the image size so it matches well with the paragraph. 
 

4. On your ABOUT page: Read over the paragraph. If you need to, add more information to make it better. 
Add a picture next to the paragraph that represents something about you. 

❏ PUBLISH and VIEW PUBLISHED SITE to check it. PROOFREAD it all carefully and fix errors. 


